
Alden One 17.3.4 Release Notes

Issue # Category Description Type
22362 Conversation Assets Implemented the option to Reassign Transfer to This Company (TransferCo) Enhancement
29816 Conversation Assets Improved the order of the columns in the Assets Tab to show most important data first Enhancement
29395 Home Screen Included the most important data columns to be displayed in the grid on the Home Page Enhancement
29786 Home Screen Remove the chart from the home screen Enhancement
29786 Home Screen Allow user to select which saved search results to show in home screen grid using a drop list Enhancement
29748 Search Modified the search service to not look in private fields for poles when searching shared data Enhancement
30137 Search Results Allowed users on mobile devices to access the initial filters through a menu Enhancement
29786 Various Formated grids to all look and work the same (home screen, conversation, asset tab) Enhancement
29500 Search Results On a mobile device, the buttons and drop lists at the top of the search results map overlapped Update
30133 Search Results In Internet Explorer, the bottom border was cut off of several buttons Update
29997 Conversation Wrong icon was displayed on conversation tabs Update
29512 Conversation Actions On a mobile device, the buttons in the Conversation Action dialog were not aligned correctly Update
29733 Conversation Assets Consistently use the term 'Asset' rather than 'Entity' throughout the application Update
29517 Conversation Assets On a mobile device, the buttons in the Remove Asset dialog were not aligned correctly Update
30136 Conversation Assets Order of attributes was incorrect for assets displayed in the assets section of a conversation Update
28985 Conversation Attributes On a mobile device, show the Conversation Number at the top of the screen Update
29967 Conversation Contacts Add Contact button in Notes, Documents, and Photos dialog was not readable Update
29588 Conversation Notes On a mobile device, the Add/Edit Note dialog was not properly visible Update
30199 Conversation Photos Images would not load for photos on one conversation due to corrupt image files Update
30092 Conversation Reminder Send Reminder does not display success or error messages when action is complete Update
29909 Create Conversation Corrected spelling error on the message that tells the user that a conversation was created successfully Update
30194 Create Conversation Provide a more useful message to the user if the Create Conversation drop list took time to load the list of conversation types Update
29353 Registration User and Company Registration pages had inconsistent capitalization on field labels Update
29761 Save Search Fixed capitalization on "save search" dialog box Update
29795 Search Corrected the text wrapping on the "operating companies" filter Update
29923 Search Indicate that there are no search results when searching in refine filters Update
29409 Various Various UI aesthetic updates Update
29847 Conversation Accessing a conversation without proper rights caused blank screen to be displayed Bug
29930 Conversation Actions Received error 'Validation failed..' after selecting 'Send Request' action on a GPR conversation Bug
30094 Conversation Assets The option to add poles to an open conversation was sometimes not available Bug
30096 Conversation Assets Viewing assets on a conversation in map view did not consistently show assets with coordinates Bug
29756 Conversation Assets Assets with a ComputeExpression attribute were not computing on Add nor Edit Bug
29653 Conversation Assets User had to re-enter all required fields when bulk editing assets that have the required fields already populated Bug
29840 Conversation Assets Sometimes the option to click on the map to select location for an asset did not appear Bug
30265 Conversation Attributes Users were sometimes unable to save changes to fields in the header section of a conversation Bug
29757 Conversation Contacts The system was not properly adding the Company Contact for each pole owner on a joint-owned pole that exists on the conversation Bug
30051 Conversation Notes When a shared note was modified by its author, the shared records were deleted Bug
29758 Conversation Photos Users were not warned when trying to add a photo to documents section of a conversation; photos were not saved Bug
29759 Email Notifications The link at bottom of emails took users to an invalid URL Bug
29850 Login Login screen would not display if a bookmark was saved for the Identity Server Login Page Bug
30004 Navigation The Option to close a tab was sometimes unavailable Bug
29886 Navigation Users could not get to the bottom of the list of filters in the Refine Filter dialog for pole search Bug
30205 Reports Pending Double Pole report showed a private note if that was the most recent note Bug
30333 Search Results Switching between visualizers caused the page navigation to stop working Bug


